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Abstract. One of the newest technologies to produce environmentally friendly
energy is to harness wind energy by sending up unmanned gliders that are con-
nected to a generator on the ground through a cable. One of the biggest chal-
lenges with this technology is to keep the glider airborne when the wind is still.
This thesis work investigated methods to do this by reverse pumping of the cable.

Two methods to lift the glider are tried and then compared with each other
to see which one is the most energy efficient and the most practical. In method
1 the glider dives with an applied force from the cable and take use of the gained
speed to ascend. In method 2 the glider is winched with a constant lead angle.
In the descent phase was the trajectory for maximum endurance calculated.

A comparable value was found, the energy consumed per gained meter. This
showed that method 2 consumed about one sixth of the energy that method 1
did. The whole flight, the ascend and descend phase combined, found out too
keep the glider airborne for a sufficient time and at a low enough energy cost.

This thesis has only looked at the basic mechanics of flight to determine if
it was possible to keep the glider airborne by reverse pumping of the cable.
To analyze this method more thorough some further analysis is required. This
analysis could contain simulation in 3D, use of real regulation, consideration of
weather conditions and also to see the cable as nonlinear.
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1. Introduction

Today unmanned gliders are used to generate wind energy. But when the wind
subsides the generating has to stop and the glider has to be brought back to the
ground. This leads to more costs as the power plant has to be monitored and much
time is lost due to a new take-off. To generate as much electricity as possible the
glider needs to be in a strong wind. If the wind is known at different altitudes the
possibility to move the plane to that altitude would be a wanted property.

In this report two possible methods will be examined to keep the glider airborne
and transfer it to wanted height by inverse pumping of the winch. The first method
is to make the craft dive and accelerate it by reeling in the cable. When it has
achieved the right velocity the glider will plan out and the cable will slack so the
the craft can use its speed to gain height. If the plane can not keep gaining height
after the initial acceleration it will be set to the optimal lift per drag ratio and
slowly start to descend. The process will be repeated when the glider has dropped
to a predetermined minimum altitude.

The other method is based on gaining height while winching the glider. This could
be used to transfer the plane to a different altitude where there is a good wind.
If this is not a possibility the glider will be automatically controlled to keep a
velocity where it has maximum endurance. Our calculations will be based on an
actual small scale energy generating glider. All basic aerodynamic properties were
given so this report will not include those kind of calculations.
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2. List of symbols

α Angle of attack

αCL,max
Alpha for the maximal CL value

αCL,lin,max
Alpha for the maximal CL value for linear CL curve

∆αCL,max
Difference in angles in CL curve

∆y Distance between two points on airfoil

γ Cable angle

ΛLE Sweep of the wing

ρ Density of air

ρcable Density of the cable*

θ An angle based on α and γ

AR Aspect ratio*

Acable Area of cable*

CD Drag coefficient

CD0 Zero-lift drag coefficient*

CL Lift coefficient

CL0 Lift coefficient at zero lift*

CLα Derivative of CL curve*

CLmax Maximal CL value*

D Drag force

Dfurther Drag force in further analysis

E Energy

Etot Total energy

Fup Vertically directed force
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L Lift force

P Power

Prequired Required power

R Radius of pull-up maneuverer

S Wing reference area of glider

T Pulling force from cable

V Velocity

Vcable Velocity for the cable

VEmax Velocity for maximum endurance

Vmax,L/D Velocity that gives maximal L/D

Vsink Sink velocity

W Weight*

Wcable Weight of cable*

Z Energy per vertically gained meter

b Wingspan*

e Dimensionless constant*

g Earth’s gravitational acceleration

h Altitude

htot Total gained altitude

k Dimensionless constant

n Load factor

t Time

x Horizontal distance

y Vertical distance

* These data is known from the manufacturer.
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3. Method

3.1. Initial calculations. The lift curve is calculated by using the given initial
values. In the first step a linear equation is created so that the slope of the curve
is CLα and the curve crosses the x-axis at CL0 .

ylin = CLα · xlin + CL0 (3.1)

As stall will occur at CLmax and this will be the maximum value of the curve. This
means that the curve has to decline when it reaches this value. This decline can
be approximated1 by measurements of the wing profile. The data of the airfoil
from the glider is not available as it has a custom built airfoil but as the design
was based on the SD7062 airfoil these calculations will use the values from this
airfoil.

When the glider is closing CLmax the curve will start to conjugate. This conjugation
can be approximated by calculating at which angle of attack CLmax should occur
and then draw the curve so that it fits this value. This angle, αCL,max

, is defined
as ,

αCL,max
= αCL,lin,max

+ ∆αCL,max
. (3.2)

Where αCL,lin,max
is the angle of attack at which the linear curve crosses CLmax

and ∆αCL,max
is the distance from that crossing point to CLmax . The parameter

∆αCL,max
can be approximated by determine the leading-edge sharpness parameter

∆y and the sweep of the wings leading edge ΛLE.

The full lift curve can then be created by adding the linear and the conjugating
parts together.

1Raymer p.319.
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3.2. Two methods. After some discussion the conclusion was made that there
was two realistic methods to lift the glider by winching. These methods are:

• Acceleration by pull

• Winched climb

A comparison in two dimensions is made between the two methods and the one that
is the most energy-efficient and reliable will be chosen for further analysis.

3.3. Method 1: Acceleration by pull. The idea is to take the glider in to dive
and at the same time reverse-pumping in the winch to accelerate it even more. To
examine this method a study of the motion of the glider is made.

The motion is divided in to three different phases,

(1) dive with pull

(2) steady-level flight (going from dive to climb)

(3) climb.

Through all these phases the glider will accelerate or decelerate, consequently a
system of differential equations need to be solved. This will give the velocity for
any given time and the integral of those will give the lost and gained height. After
this the energy consumed during the method is calculated. Its part of the basic
data that is needed before making the decision of which method that is the better
one.

3.3.1. Dive with pull. In Figure 1 phase 1 is shown. The forces that act on the
glider is also shown.

The forces in the the velocity direction is

↘ : T +W sin(α)−D =
W

g

dV

dt
. (3.3)

This gives the differential equation

dV

dt
=

1

m
(T −D) + g sin(α) (3.4)

where

D =
1

2
CD0ρV

2 +
k(W cos(α))2

1
2
ρV 2S

(3.5)

is the drag force in which

S =
b2

AR
(3.6)
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Figure 1. The glider in phase 1: Dive with reverse-pumping winch.
The forces are cable force T, drag D, lift L and weight W.

is the wing reference area, its depending on the wingspan b as well as on the gliders
aspect ratio AR. The factor

k =
1

πARe
. (3.7)

is a dimensionless constant depending on aspect ratio and the dimensionless con-
stant e. Equation (3.7) is solved in MATLAB® using the in-built function ode452.
The initial velocity is set to the max lift-to-drag velocity for this glider. It because
the glider will already be losing height but keeping as much lift in relation to drag
as possible.

3.3.2. Steady-level flight. The next phase can be seen in Figure 2, which is an
approximation for the movement between dive and climb.

The forces are shown and the equilibrium for steady-level flight is

→ : −W
g

dV

dt
= −D. (3.8)

2The ode45 function implements a Runge-Kutta method with a time step that is variable.
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Figure 2. The glider in phase 2: Steady-level flight, between dive
and climb. No pull from winch.

It leads to
dV

dt
=

g

W
D. (3.9)

which is solved using ode45 with the initial velocity that was the terminal velocity
for the dive.

3.3.3. Climb. Next phase is shown in Figure 3, this is when the plane starts to
climb. And this without any force from the cable.

Figure 3. The glider in phase 3: Climb without pull from winch.

The forces on the glider during the climb is

↙ : D +W sin(α) =
W

g

dV

dt
, (3.10)
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which gives the differential equation

dV

dt
= D

g

W
+ g sin(α), (3.11)

which is solved with the initial velocity that was the terminal for steady-level flight.
The velocities solved from the three differential equations are now integrated,

x =

∫ t1

t0

V dt, (3.12)

with use of the in-built function cumtrapz3 in MATLAB® which gives the distance
the plane has traveled in the three phases. A projection on the vertical axis gives
lost or gained height,

h = x sin(α). (3.13)

The sum of these distances tells if the plane has gained any height during this
method.

With keeping the same direction for the cable force T and the velocity V gives
the full force being used without being projected. This is why the angle of attack
will be set to dive in the direction of the cable, the difference in angle will be small
so it can be approximated to zero.

With known velocities as a function of time during the phases gives the oppurtunity
to analyze the consumed energy. This to see if the method is more favorable than
using a winch. Force is only applied during the dive, so this is where the energy
is interesting. First off the power for each time t which has the time step that the
ode solver chose is calculated as

P = |TV |. (3.14)

Where V is the velocity at each time point t when the glider dives and T the
constant force the winch is pulling with during the dive. Next step is evaluating
the energy,

E =

∫ t1

t0

P dt (3.15)

which is the integral of power. A value that is comparable with the winch method
is the energy consumed per gained meter

Z =
E

htot
. (3.16)

As the height lost or gained is known from equation (3.16) the total height

htot = |h3 − h1|, (3.17)

and the evaluated energy now provides a value to Z.

3cumtrapz computes an approximation of a cumulative integral via the trapezoidal method.
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3.4. Method 2: Climb by winch. The idea in this case is to gain height by
winching like a regular glider. The initial calculations will only be made during the
linear ascend for the glider, that is the the part where the angle of attack is held
constant. To simplify the calculations the assumption that the velocity is constant
is made. As the ascend should be as energy efficient as possible the velocity is
chosen to be the velocity that generates the highest lift-to-drag ratio4.

Vmax,L/D =

√√√√2W

ρS
·

√
K

CD0

(3.18)

The angle of attack is set to be constant with a value that gives a good lift put
has a safety margin to the stall angle. It is also assumed that the position of the
glider is known at all times. This means that all the defined angles at all times
can be determined by trigonometry.

γ = sin−1(
y√

x2 + y2
) (3.19)

θ =
π

2
− α− γ (3.20)

Figure 4. Glider

4Raymer p.532 Eq. 17.65 .
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The glider is in equilibrium during the ascend as the velocity is constant. This
means that the problem can be handled as a static problem. This means that the
sum of the forces in the direction of motion and in the direction of the lift has to
be zero. This gives the equilibrium equations,

↗ : T · cos(α + γ) = D +W · cos(
π

2
− α), (3.21)

↘ : T · sin(α + γ) = L−W · sin(
π

2
− α). (3.22)

Equation (3.21) and (3.22) together gives the following expression for the cable
force,

T =
L+D · tan(π

2
− α)

sin(α + γ) + cos(α + γ) · tan(π
2
− α)

. (3.23)

The drag D is given by equation (3.5) and the assumption that the angle of attack
is small. Then a small angle approximation can be made.

cos2(α) ≈ 1 (3.24)

The new equation for the drag is,

D =
1

2
CD0 · ρ · V 2

max,L/D +
k(W )2

1
2
ρV 2

max,L/DS
. (3.25)

The lift during climb is defined5 as

L = W · cosα. (3.26)

The velocity for steady climbing flight6 is,

V =

√
2

ρCL
· W
S
· cosα. (3.27)

By using equation (3.26) and (3.27) the lift can be calculated as a function of the
velocity.

5Raymer p.525 Eq.17.37.
6Raymer p.525 Eq.17.40.
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L =
1

2
· V 2 · S · ρCL (3.28)

As the velocity and angle of attack is constant the velocity vector V can be pro-
jected in the cable direction. In this way the speed required to reel in the cable
can be calculated.

Vcable = VmaxL/D · cos(α + γ) (3.29)

The power required is given as the velocity of the cable multiplied by the cable
force.

Prequired = T · Vcable (3.30)

The total energy is the integral of the power over the total time of the ascend
phase.

Etot =

∫ t1

t0

Prequired dt (3.31)

The energy required to ascend one meter is then calculated.

Z =
Etot
htot

(3.32)
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4. Further analysis of winch method

4.1. Winch phase. As determined in the conclusion 6.1 the best method to use
in the climb phase is method 2. Therefore the further analysis will concentrate on
this method to lift the glider. The gliding phase that follows the climbing phase
will also be analyzed in this chapter.

4.1.1. Pull-up & Pull-down. The ascend is assumed to be completely linear. This
is not the case for a real glider as there must be a phase where the glider pulls up
to the desired angle of attack and a phase where the glider pulls down to steady
level flight. This motion can be approximated by assuming that the movement of
the glider is an circular arc. The radius of this arc determines the duration of this
phase as the velocity is still assumed to be constant. The larger the radius is the
longer this phase will be. As the glider should reach the optimal angle of attack
for the ascend to be as energy efficient as possible the radius should be as small
as possible.

The load factor is defined as the force that is directed upwards divided by the
force that is directed downwards. When the glider is in steady level flight the load
factor is,

n =
Fup

W + T · sin γ
. (4.1)

Using the equation for centripetal force leads to an equation that determines the ra-
dius as a function of the force directed orthogonal to the direction of motion.

R =
m · V 2

maxL/D

Fup
. (4.2)

From equation (4.1) and (4.2) an expression for the radius as a function of the
load factor can be determined.

R =
m · V 2

maxL/D

n · (W + T · sin γ)
. (4.3)

This means that the higher load factor the glider can handle the smaller the
smallest allowed radius will be.

4.1.2. Cable-weight. In the first calculations of method 2 the cable-weight was
disregarded, to get a better analysis the cable-weight is added in this case. The
cross-sectional area and density of the cable is known. As the position of the glider
is known the length of the cable can be determined. This in turn means that the
cable-weight can be calculated.
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Wcable = Lcable · Acable · ρcable · g (4.4)

The cable-weight is assumed to give an addition in the same direction as the gliders
weight. The cable-weight also gives a momentum on the glider but in this case
that fact is disregarded. As the drag depends on the weight a new drag has to
be calculated. Equation (3.25) together with (4.4) gives the following equation for
the new drag,

Dfurther =
1

2
CD0 · ρ · V 2

max,L/D +
k(W +Wcable)

2

1
2
ρV 2S

. (4.5)

With this new drag and weight the equations (3.26)-(3.29) is used to get the energy
in this further analysis.
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4.2. Glide with maximum endurance. After the initial winch phase the glider
is set to glide, with the attempt to maximize flight time. Here the range travelled
is inessential due to that the maximum endurance just prioritizes a slow sink rate.
The maximum endurance is obtained at the velocity7

VEmax =

√√√√2W

ρS

√
k

3CD0

. (4.6)

To keep the glider at this speed it has to be regulated with some sort of controller.
This is done by solving the differential equation (3.7) again but without the cable
force T,

dV

dt
=

1

m
(−D) + g sin(α), (4.7)

and also with certain integration boundaries within the ode solver. These bound-
aries are set to be 0.6 m/s below and above the sought after velocity VEmax , this
to not regulate the angle of attack to often but still keep somewhat close to VEmax .
These boundaries are supervised creating options with ’odeset’ to the ode solver,
in this case the option ’Events’ is used. It can keep track of if any predetermined
events occur and stop the integration. So if any of these boundaries are reached
the integration will be terminated and the angle of attack α is decreased to a neg-
ative angle if the lower limit is reached and increased so that the glider flies steady
if the upper cap is hit. An iteration is done to find a functional angle. After this
is done the integration starts again with initial conditions set to the final values
of the last integration. The flight continues like this until the lower vertical height
limit is reached. Each integration-step is saved and put together to complete one
cycle of the descent.

The velocities and the time elapsed are known for each integration-step, this gives
the possibility to integrate these velocities for all the integration-steps and sum-
marize them. This gives the total distance travelled both horizontal

X =
n∑
i=1

∫ ti+1

ti

Vi cos(αi) dt (4.8)

and vertical

Y =
n∑
i=1

∫ ti+1

ti

Vi sin(αi) dt. (4.9)

Where i denotes each integration-step in the complete descent and where n denotes
the last step that is taken. Vi is the current steps velocity and αi is the current

7Raymer p.533 Eq.17.73.
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dive or lead angle in each integration-step. With the lost height Y now known the
sink rate

Vsink =
Y

tdescend
(4.10)

is calculated, where tdescend is the total time for the descent.
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5. Result

5.1. Initial calculations. From the data given the stall will occure at,

CLmax = 1.4. (5.1)

This has to be the maximum value of the lift curve.

The wing is assumed to have no sweep and ∆y is the vertical separation between the
points on the upper surface at 0.15% and 6% of the chord. By using the coordinates
of the wing profile8 these exact values can be determined by interpolation.

Figure 5. The wing profile for the SD7062 airfoil

8Selig/Donovan SD7062 .
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ΛLE = 0 (5.2)

∆y ≈ 5.6 (5.3)

The curve9 that is based on experimental data that is closest to this value is ∆y = 4
so this will be used instead.

∆αCL,max
≈ 2.17◦ (5.4)

αCL,max
= 4.07◦ (5.5)

αCL,lin,max
= 6.24◦ (5.6)

9Raymer p.319 Fig.12.10.
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These values yields the following lift curve:

Figure 6. The lift curve as a function of the angle of attack

This curve is then approximated to a 6th degree polynomial by using the MATLAB®

function polyfit.
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5.2. Method 1. This part will showcase the result from section 3.3 Acceleration
by pull. After solving differential equations (3.7), (3.12) and (3.14) with the in
data shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 the velocity is known for each given time
during each of the following phases dive, steady-level and climb. The result from
this is shown in Figure 7 and Table 5.3.

Figure 7. The gliders velocity over time during the three phases
dive with pull, steady-flight and climb.

Table 5.1. Known in data for the three different phases.
Phase Cable force [N] Lead/Dive angle [◦]
1 150 -50
2 0 0
3 0 5
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Table 5.2. Known in data needed for solving the given differential equations.
CD0 [1] 0.02
AR [1] 10
e [1] 0.07
g [m/s2] 9.81
m [kg] 25
ρ [kg/m3] 1.2
b [m] 5.5
S [m2] 3

The gliders velocity was set to be a maximum of approximately 40 m/s, this so it
can handle the forces as it will pull up when it has reached sought speed. Mainly
because the method should be sustainable and not let the glider be subject to large
forces in the event that the wind slow down.

Table 5.3. Results of the solved differential equations in method 1.
Phase Height lost/gained [m] Terminal velocity [m/s] Duration [s]
1 -42.1 40.4 0-2
2 0 38.1 2-5
3 43.7 10.5 5-20

The solution to equation (3.17), result shown in Table A.1, followed by (3.18) gives
the energy consumed,

Etot =

∫ t1

t0

P dt= 8.24 kJ, (5.7)

during the dive whilst pulling with force. The difference between the known heights
traveled seen in Table 5.2 gives the total gained height

htot = |h3 − h1| = 1.59 m. (5.8)

The energy consumed per gained meter for method 1 is therefore

Z =
Etot
htot

=
8.24

1.59
= 5.18 kJ/m. (5.9)
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5.3. Method 2. First the velocity for the maximum L/D ratio is calculated.

Vmax,L/D = 14.2 m/s (5.10)

In this case the glider starts at a position 500 m from the winch. The starting
altitude is set to be 100 m as it should be as low as possible but still have a safety
margin to the ground.

xstart = 500 m (5.11)

ystart = 100 m (5.12)

The angle of attack is chosen from Figure 6 to a value that gives a high lift but
has a safety margin to the stall angle CLmax .

α = 4◦ (5.13)

With these parameters the glider is flying over the winch after 34.24 s and at this
point the glider has ascended,

htot = 23.7374 m. (5.14)

The winch will stop pulling at this time as it only will pull down the glider instead
of lifting it if it continues.

For this ascend the force and speed of the cable is calculated and plotted in the
following figures.
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Figure 8. The cable force as a function of the time

Figure 9. The speed of the cable as a function of the time
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Which in turn gives a plot of the power.

Figure 10. The required power as a function of the time

The total energy is,

Etot = 19.51 kJ. (5.15)

Now the energy per gained meter can be calculated.

Z = 0.82 kJ/m (5.16)
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5.4. More detailed winch climb.

5.4.1. Pull-up & pull-down. The glider can withstand a load factor of 10 but to
have a safety margin the load factor in this case is set to be a bit below this
value.

n = 6 (5.17)

Whit this load factor the smallest radius possible is,

R = 3.1237 m. (5.18)

The movement of the glider during the pull up can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Pull-up
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5.4.2. Cable weight. In the following figures the new case where the cable weight
is added is plotted together with the plots from the first case.

Figure 12. Cable force as a function of the time.

Figure 13. The speed in the cable as a function of the time
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Figure 14. The required power as a function of the time
The new total energy is,

Etot = 29.34 kJ. (5.19)

The new energy per gained meter is,

Z = 1.2358 kJ/m. (5.20)

5.5. More detailed sink calculations. This section will show the results for
section 4.2 Glide with maximum endurance. The sought velocity

VEmax =

√√√√2W

ρS

√
k

3CD0

= 10.8459 m/s (5.21)

is solved using data from Table 5.2. Its where the glider will have maximum
endurance and is used as a middle point when equation (4.2) is solved using ode45.
The result of the controlled descent is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. The diver during regulated descent with attempt to
keep maximum endurance at VEmax = 10.8459 m/s.

When each top in Figure 15 is reached the glider is 0.6 m/s above VEmax and
α = −4◦. To slow down the gliders angle of attack is set to α = 0◦ until it reaches
the lower limit, this is when the angle is regulated back to α = −4◦. This continues
until the glider has descended in this case 50 m. This distance is used just because
the glider has been winched up 50 m prior to this descent and the idea is to just
keep the glider airborne.

From the solution of equations (4.3) and (4.4) a graph over how the glider will
travel is made, the result is shown in Figure 16.

As seen in Figure 16 the glider travels 857.5 m while losing 50 m in height. This
means that the gilder need to turn around at some point, due to that the cable
is only 600 m long and that the glider is positioned close to the winch after the
initial winch phase. Combining the height lost with the total time, which can be
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Figure 16. The divers movement during regulated descent with
attempt to keep maximum endurance at 0.6 m/s within VEmax = 10.8
m/s.

seen in Figure 15, for the descent using equation (4.5) gives the sink rate

Vsink =
Y

tdescend
=

50 m

80.2 s
= 0.6 m/s. (5.22)
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6. Conclusion

6.1. Conclusion of method 1. From the results of section 5.2 the method of
diving while inverse pumping in the winch seems plausible but it is not as energy
efficient as method 2. There will also arise more forces in the glider due to larger
acceleration and especially while pulling up after the initial dive. This might lead
to damage to the plane. A possibility for this method is to increase the maximum
velocity that was set to in this case to about 40 m/s to keep the plane safe.
This would give a higher velocity going in to the climb phase which would lead
to a higher climb. Which in turn will probably make the method more energy
efficient.

6.2. Conclusion of method 2. As seen from the results (5.9) and (5.16) the
method 2 requires about one sixth of the energy that method 1 needs. Other
advantage this method have is that it is a simpler method as it do not require as
much regulating as the other one. It is also a proven concept as regular glider uses
this method as they launch. This leads us to the conclusion that method 2 is by
far the best method to use for the climbing phase.

6.3. Conclusion of more detailed winch climb. The cable force increases
exponentially after about 25 s. This is caused by the fact that the angle γ gets
larger when the glider gets closer to the winch. The data given from the model
states that the cable can withstand a force of about 2 500 N. From Figure 12 one
can see that the maximum cable force is about 1 500 N. Therefore the cable is
strong enough to withstand all the forces it will be exposed to.

As seen from Figure 14 the power required at any given times is well within the
limits of existing motors today. This means that providing power to the glider will
not be a limiting factor.

As seen from Figure 11 the constant climb angle is reached when the glider has
traveled a horizontal distance of 0.2179 m. As the total horizontal distance traveled
is 500 m the effect of the pull-up and pull-down phase is minimal they can therefore
be disregarded.

6.4. Conclusion of more detailed descent. Using equation (5.4), VEmax as a
middle point and keeping 0.6 m/s within this velocity seems to work fine in the
aspect of descending with a minimized rate of sink. These boundaries could be
even closer but would lead to more regulations, which would occur more often.
This is something that is not wanted because every change of the angle of attack
will mean that the control system will have to consume electricity to make the
changes.
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7. Discussion

This section will bring up some of the discussions that have developed during this
thesis work. Some input to what could have been done different or just more
detailed if there would have been more time.

For both method 1 and 2 there could have been done calculations in 3D as well
as in 2D. This would give a more realistic simulation but much more complex.
This is why the idea was to just compare the two methods in 2D. But after this
comparison do a further analysis in both 2D and 3D of the best method. This
showed to be more difficult than what was initially thought. That is why the
further analysis is made in only 2D. Would there have been more time we would
have wanted to have a go at this as well.

Some premises were made early on, firstly we said that when the wind slow down
its velocity becomes zero. Secondly there will be no effect from thermals, not only
downwind but also upwind. So worst case scenario would be that the wind is at
0 m/s and that thermals would develop downwind. Thats were our analysis could
be done more detailed.

In the comparison the self-weight of the cable was disregarded for easier calcu-
lations, this could be done due to that it would exist in both methods. In the
further analysis the cables self-weight was supposed to be included, and it was in
the winch phase. In the descent it was not, because its variable with where the
glider is in relation to the winch. The glider will travel 857.5 m whilst descending
50 m, this means that the glider will have to turn at some point due to that the
cable has a maximum length of 600 m. This made the calculations more complex
and the decision to disregard it in this phase was done. It could been included as
a constant weight but that did not seem that realistic.

Something that could be a possibility in the regulated descent is that after the
winch phase to put the generator back in to operation. This would decrease the
flight time but instead extract energy.
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Appendices

Appendix A. Tables

Table A.1. The power at each time t during the dive in method 1.
Power [kW] Time [s]
2.1 0
2.2 0.05
2.3 0.10
2.4 0.15
2.5 0.20
2.6 0.25
2.7 0.30
2.8 0.35
2.9 0.40
3.0 0.45
3.1 0.50
3.2 0.55
3.3 0.60
3.4 0.65
3.5 0.70
3.6 0.75
3.7 0.80
3.8 0.85
3.9 0.90
4.0 0.95
4.1 1.00
4.2 1.05
4.3 1.10
4.4 1.15
4.5 1.20
4.6 1.25
4.7 1.30
4.8 1.35
4.9 1.40
5.0 1.45
5.1 1.50
5.2 1.55
5.3 1.60
5.4 1.65
5.5 1.70
5.6 1.75
5.7 1.80
5.8 1.85
5.9 1.90
6.0 1.95
6.0 2.00
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Appendix B. MATLAB® code

Initial calculations

function [CL] = get CL curve(alpha)
%GET CL CURVE Put in angle in degrees and get the CL value

%% Data
CLalpha = 6.3; % [const.] Derivate of Lift coefficient
CL0 = 0.9346; % [const.] Lift coefficient at alpha=0 (Y=KX+m ...

where y=0=>x=−8.5 k=6.3 (CLalpha)
A = 10; % [const.] Aspect−ratio
b = 5.5; % [m] Wingspan

%% Calculation of CL curveS

% Reference area
S = bˆ2/A; % [mˆ2] Ref. area of the glider (Arne,Wikipedia,Mech. ...

of Flight A.C Kermode)

% Calculation of CL0:
% Linear equation, cross the y−axis at −8,3deg = −0,1466rad
K = CLalpha;
m = CL0;
x = [−10:0.2:20]*(pi/180); % [degrees] Angle of attack
y = K*x+m;

% Line for stall at CL = 1.4
stallCL = ones(271,1)*1.4;

% The diveraging end of the curve, zero derivate at CL = 1.4
% The index number the curve starts at
start = 59;
% Gives amplitude of sinus curve relative to starting point on CL ...

line
Amp = 1.4−y(start);
% Angular frequency is set manually to get an appropriate sinus curve
omega = 1.25;
% Choose an interval on the x−axis for the sinus curve
x int = (x(start):0.001:x(120));
CLcurve end = Amp*sin(omega*linspace(0,pi,length(x int)))+y(start);

curveCL(:,1) = [x(1:58) x int];
curveCL(:,2) = [y(1:58) CLcurve end];
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p = polyfit(curveCL(:,1)*180/pi,curveCL(:,2),6);
CL = ...

p(1)*alphaˆ6+p(2)*alphaˆ5+p(3)*alphaˆ4+p(4)*alphaˆ3+p(5)*alphaˆ2+p(6)*alpha+p(7);

% Calculate ∆ y wich is the distance on the x−axis between the point
% where the linear CL curve crosses the CL stall line (4.07[deg]) ...

and the maximum
% point of the CL end curve[6.24[deg]].
∆ y = (x int(85)−x(72))*180/pi;

∆Alpha = 2.17;

% figure(400)
% hold on
% plot((x(1:start))*180/p,y(1:start))
% plot(x(start:length(x))*180/pi,y(start:length(y)),'−.g')
% plot(x*180/pi,stallCL,'−−r')
% plot(x int*180/pi,CLcurve end)

end

% Calculates and plots the wing profile of the SD7003 model wing
% Taken from ...

http://www.ae.illinois.edu/m−selig/ads/coord database.html
% File sd7003.dat

C = 0.666 % Length of rooth chord [m]

coordinates = importdata('SD7062.dat');

X1 = wrev(coordinates.data((31:32),1))
Y1 = wrev(coordinates.data((31:32),2))

X2 = wrev(coordinates.data((27:28),1))
Y2 = wrev(coordinates.data((27:28),2))

x06 = ones(1,10)*0.06*C;
x0015 = ones(1,10)*0.0015*C;
sharpY = linspace(−0.02242,0.07223,10)

plot(coordinates.data(:,1)*C,coordinates.data(:,2)*C,x0015,sharpY,x06,sharpY);
axis equal
title('Wing profile for the SD7062 model wing')
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xlabel('X coordinates [m]')
ylabel('Y coordinates [m]')

% Interpolates the Y values for x1 = 0.0015 and x2 = 0.06 where C is
% the length of the chord

x1 = 0.0015;
x2 = 0.06;
y1 = interp1(X1,Y1,x1)
y2 = interp1(X2,Y2,x2)

% Delta Y is procent of chord
∆Y = (y2−y1)*100

% High aspect ratio wing

% Find new CLmax for High aspect ratio wing (control that the ...
wing is

% high aspect ratio with eq 12.18) eq 12.16, will be about 1.4
% Then find AlphaLE by trigonometry on the wing, b is known
% Then take ∆Y and AlphaLE to find DeltaAlphaLmax in fig 12.10
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Method 1

% Bachelor Thesis in Aerospace dynamics
% Calculations for method 1

clear
clc
close all

%% Data
CD0 = 0.02; % [const.] Zero−lift drag coefficient
AR = 10; % [const.] Aspect−ratio
b = 5.5; % [m] Wingspan
m = 25; % [kg] Mass of the glider
g = 9.81; % [m/sˆ2] Gravitational constant
W = m*g; % [N] Weight
e = 0.7; % [const.]
k = 1/(pi*AR*e); % [const.]
rho = 1.2; % [kg/mˆ3] Density of air at 20 degree celsius

% Cable force
T = 150; % [N] Cableforce

% Reference area
S = bˆ2/AR; % [mˆ2] Ref. area of the glider (Wikipedia, Mech. of ...

Flight A.C Kermode)
VmaxLD = sqrt((2*W/(rho*S))*sqrt(k/CD0)); % Raymer Eq. 17.65 p.532

%% Method 1: Diving with pull

% Phase 1: Acceleration
% Need to solve the differential eq. dV/dt+D*g/W−T*g/W=0
% t0=0 t1=¬2s Vo=VmaxLD

t11=0; % Duration for phase 1 0−2s
t12=2;
t21=t12; % Duration for phase 2 2−5s
t22=t21+3;
t31=t22; % Duration for phase 3 5−21s
t32=t31+21;

[T1,Y1] = ode45(@dive,[t11 t12],VmaxLD); % Y1 is the solved velocity
figure(73)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(T1,Y1)
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V2 = Y1(41); % Intial velocity for phase 2 = terminal velocity in ...
phase 1.

V1diff = V2−Y1(1);

xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Velocity [m/s]')
title('Diving velocity with pull from cable')

% Phase 2: Phase between diving and climbing, approx. as steady−level
% flight

[T2,Y2] = ode45(@steady,[t21 t22],V2);
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(T2,Y2)
V3 = Y2(41); % Intial velocity for phase 3 = terminal velocity in ...

phase 2.
V2diff = V3−V2;
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Velocity [m/s]')
title('Steady−level flight without pull from cable')

% Phase 3: Climbing without cableforce

[T3,Y3] = ode45(@climb,[t31 t32],V3);
V3diff = Y3(41)−V3
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(T3,Y3)
axis([5 26 0 40])
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Velocity [m/s]')
title('Climbing without cableforce')

h1 = cumtrapz(T1,Y1)*sind(50) % [m] Height lost during dive
s2 = cumtrapz(T2,Y2) % [m] Horizontal distance in ...

steady−level
h3 = cumtrapz(T3,Y3)*sind(5) % [m] Height gained during the climb

htot = h3(41)−h1(41) % Total height gained/lost
%% Energy calculations for acc. by pull
% The power and its integral −> the energy input

powerdive = 150*Y1;
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energydive = trapz(T1,powerdive) % [J] The total energy during ...
the dive

EperM = energydive/htot; % [J/m] Consumed energy per meter

function dV = dive(t,V)
dV = ...

((1/25)*(150−(0.02*0.5*1.21*Vˆ2+(0.0455*(245.25*cos(50*pi/180))ˆ2)...
/(0.5*1.21*Vˆ2*3.025)))+9.81*sin(50*pi/180));

function dV = steady(t,V)
dV = ...

(1/25)*(−(0.02*0.5*1.21*Vˆ2+(0.0455*245.25ˆ2)/(0.5*1.21*Vˆ2*3.025)));

function dV = climb(t,V)
dV = ...
−(1/25*(0.02*0.5*1.21*Vˆ2+(0.0455*245.25ˆ2)/(0.5*1.21*Vˆ2*3.025))+9.81...
*sin(5*pi/180));
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Method 2

% Simple simulation of method 2
clc;
clear;
close all;

%% Start values
startPos = [0 100]; % Start position for the glider[m]
endPos = [0 150]; % Start position for the glider[m]
vinchPos = [500 0]; % Position of the glider relative to vinch [m]
constVel = 14.2; % Constant velocity [m/s]
nElements = 100; % Number of elements in vectors

cableDensity = 0.97*10ˆ3; % Dyneema cable (0.97 kg/l) [kg/mˆ3]
cableArea = pi*0.002ˆ2; % Cable radius is 2mm

CD0 = 0.02; % Zero−drag coefficient
AR = 10; % Aspect−ratio
e = 0.7;
k = 1/(pi*AR*e);
rho = 1.2; % Density of air at 20 celsius [kg/mˆ3]
S = 3.025; % Ref. area of the glider[mˆ2]
W = 25*9.81; % Weight of the glider [N]

%% Linear ascend

% Simulate for angles i = 0 to 7 [deg]
angles = linspace(0,7,70);
for i = [1:length(angles)]

[x(:,i),y(:,i),t(:,i),alphaVek(:,i)] = ...
get linear ascend(angles(i),startPos,endPos,vinchPos,constVel,nElements);

end

%% Cableforce

% The cableforce T as a function of the angle gamma and alpha ...
with constant velocity

% For T = D*cos(alpha+gamma)+L*cos(theta)−W*cos(alpha+theta)
% Where theta = 90−gamma−alpha
% Lift L given by 1/2*rho*vˆ2*S*CL
% ...

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/math/d/b/7/db7735d03f8de6082982164856a0d8ba.png
% Drag D given by (CD0*0.5*rho*Vˆ2+(k*Wˆ2)/(0.5*rho*Vˆ2*S)), constant
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D = (CD0*0.5*rho*constVelˆ2+(k*Wˆ2)/(0.5*rho*constVelˆ2*S));

% Effect is given by the velocity in wich the cable is rolled in ...
multiplied

% with the cableforce
% Project the velocity in the cable direction to get velocity of ...

cable.

for i = [1:length(angles)]
for j = [1:length(t(:,1))]

L = 1/2*rho*constVelˆ2*S*get CL curve(alphaVek(j,i)*180/pi);
z = sqrt((vinchPos(1)−x(j,i))ˆ2+y(j,i)ˆ2); % Using Pythagora
gamma(j,i) = asin(y(j,i)/z);
theta = 90*pi/180−alphaVek(j,i)−gamma(j,i);
%cableT(j,i) = ...

(D+W*cos(pi/2−alphaVek(j,i)))*cos(alphaVek(j,i)+gamma(j,i))+L*cos(theta)−(W*sin(pi/2−alphaVek(j,i)))*cos(theta);
cableT(j,i) = ...

(L+D*tan(pi/2−alphaVek(j,i)))/(sin(alphaVek(j,i)+gamma(j,i))+cos(alphaVek(j,i)+gamma(j,i))*tan(pi/2−alphaVek(j,i)));
cableVel(j,i) = constVel*cos(alphaVek(j,i)+gamma(j,i));
Y(j,i) = cableT(j,i)*cableVel(j,i);

end
end

% Calculates how much height the glider has gained for alpha = 4 ...
[deg]

heightGained = y(48,1)−startPos(1,2);

% The integral of the effect gives the total energy for height ...
change [J]

% Index 1−48 gives the time when the glider is to the left of the ...
vinch

for i = [1:length(Y(1,:))]
energy(:,i) = trapz(Y(1:48,i));

end

%−−−−−−−−−−−−− RESULTS −−−−−−−−−−−−−%

% The cableforce has to be positive, therefore the ...
startingposition has to

% be x when y = 100

% Total energy
disp(energy(28))
% Energy per meter
disp(energy(28)/heightGained)
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% Rename variables for comparison with further analysis
tSimple = t(1:48,28);
cableTSimple = cableT(1:48,28);
cableVelSimple = cableVel(1:48,28);
YSimple = Y(1:48,28);

figure(1)
plot(t(1:48,28),y(1:48,28))
title('Linear ascend for \alpha = 4 [deg]')
xlabel('Horizontal length [m]')
ylabel('Vertical length [m]')

figure(2)
plot(t(1:48,28),cableT(1:48,28))
title('Force in cable')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Cableforce [N]')
axis([0 34.24 0 300])

figure(3)
plot(t(1:48,28),cableVel(1:48,28))
title('Cable speed')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Speed [m/s]')
axis([0 34.24 0 15])

figure(4)
plot(t(1:48,28),Y(1:48,28))
title('Required power')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Power [W]')
axis([0 34.24 0 500])

function [x,y,R] = get pullup(startPos,endPos,vinchPos,alpha)

% Simulation of pull−up phase
%% Start values
constVel = 14.2; % Start velocity [m/s]
nElements = 100; % Number of elements in vectors

CD0 = 0.02; % [const.] Zero−drag coefficient
AR = 10; % [const.] Aspect−ratio
e = 0.7; % [const.]
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k = 1/(pi*AR*e); % [const.]
rho = 1.2; % Density of air at 20 celsius [kg/mˆ3]
S = 3.025; % Ref. area of the glider[mˆ2]
W = 25*9.81; % Weight of the glider [N]
g = 9.81;

%% Simulate for pull−up and pull−down

% L−W−T*sin(gamma) −−> R=Vˆ2/(g*(n−1−T*sin(gamma)/W), n = loadfactor

% Alpha at the start of pull−up
startAlpha = 0; %[rad]

% The circle radius R for a loadfactor of n = 6
n = 6;

z = sqrt((vinchPos(1,1)−startPos(1,1))ˆ2+startPos(1,2)ˆ2); % ...
Using Pythagora

gamma = asin(startPos(1,2)/z);
theta = 90*pi/180−startAlpha−gamma;

L = 1/2*rho*constVelˆ2*S*get CL curve(startAlpha*180/pi);
D = (CD0*0.5*rho*constVelˆ2+(k*Wˆ2)/(0.5*rho*constVelˆ2*S));
T = D*cos(startAlpha+gamma)+L*cos(theta)−W*cos(startAlpha+theta);

% The radius for the circular ascend is R [m]
R = constVelˆ2/(g*(n−1−T*sin(gamma)/W));

phi = 0;
i = 1;
% Creating new points as long as the angle for the arc is less or ...

equal to
% the desired angle of atack
while phi≤alpha*pi/180

startX(i) = startPos(1,1)+R*sin(phi);
startY(i) = startPos(1,2)+R−R*cos(phi);
phi = phi+1.7453e−004; % Increase 0.01 degrees each loop
i = i+1;

end

w = constVel/R; % Pitch rate, omega angular velocity [rad/S]
startLength = 1/(w/(alpha*pi/180));
startT = linspace(0,startLength,length(startX));
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%% Linear ascend

[linX,linY,linT,] = ...
get linear ascend(alpha,[startX(end),startY(end)],endPos,vinchPos,constVel,nElements);

x = [startX linX];
y = [startY linY];
t = [startT linT];

% Copy paste into consol to see plot
figure(1)
plot(x,y)
title('Pull−up')
xlabel('Horizontal length [m]')
ylabel('Vertical length [m]')
axis([0 0.3 100 100.2])
axis equal
end

% A function that calculates the movement of the glider when it ...
ascends

% Takes in the desired angle of attack, the start position ...
startPos and

% the constant velocity for the glider.

function [x,y,t,alphaVek] = ...
get linear ascend(alphaIn,startPos,endPos,vinchPos,constVel,nElements)

alpha = alphaIn*pi/180;

% Gets x & y values for the linear ascend [m]
% Height the glider will ascend, h2−h1
h = endPos(1,2)−startPos(1,2);
% Get covered x distance with Pythagorean theorem
if alpha 6= 0

z = h/sin(alpha); % lim z −−> 0
k = sqrt(zˆ2−hˆ2);

else
% If divided by infinity
k = real(sqrt(10ˆ9−hˆ2));

end
% Creates x and y vectors with the vector length nElements
y = linspace(startPos(1,2),endPos(1,2),nElements);
x = linspace(startPos(1,1),k,nElements);
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% Calculate the time vector
t = x./(constVel*cos(alpha));

alphaVek = [ones(1,length(x))*alpha];
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Further calculations winch method

% Further simulation of method 2

%% Start values
startPos = [0 100]; % Start position for the glider[m]
endPos = [0 150]; % Start position for the glider[m]
vinchPos = [500 0]; % Position of the glider relative to vinch [m]
constVel = 14.2; % Constant velocity [m/s]
nElements = 100; % Number of elements in vectors

cableDensity = 0.97*10ˆ3; % Dyneema cable (0.97 kg/l) [kg/mˆ3]
cableArea = pi*0.002ˆ2; % Cable radius is 2mm

CD0 = 0.02; % Zero−drag coefficient
AR = 10; % Aspect−ratio
e = 0.7;
k = 1/(pi*AR*e);
rho = 1.2; % Density of air at 20 celsius [kg/mˆ3]
S = 3.025; % Ref. area of the glider[mˆ2]
W = 25*9.81; % Weight of the glider [N]

%% Flight simulation 2D

% Simulate for angles alpha 0 to 7 [deg]
angles = linspace(0,7,70);
for i = [1:length(angles)]

[x(:,i),y(:,i),t(:,i),alphaVek(:,i)] = ...
get linear ascend(angles(i),startPos,endPos,vinchPos,constVel,nElements);

end

%% Cableforce

% The cableforce T as a function of the angle gamma and alpha ...
with constant velocity

% For T = D*cos(alpha+gamma)+L*cos(theta)−W*cos(alpha+theta)
% Where theta = 90−gamma−alpha
% Lift L given by 1/2*rho*vˆ2*S*CL
% ...

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/math/d/b/7/db7735d03f8de6082982164856a0d8ba.png
% Drag D given by (CD0*0.5*rho*Vˆ2+(k*Wˆ2)/(0.5*rho*Vˆ2*S)), constant

D = (CD0*0.5*rho*constVelˆ2+(k*Wˆ2)/(0.5*rho*constVelˆ2*S));
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% Effect is given by the velocity in wich the cable is rolled in ...
multiplied

% with the cableforce
% Project the velocity in the cable direction to get velocity of ...

cable.

for i = [1:length(angles)]
for j = [1:length(t(:,1))]

L = 1/2*rho*constVelˆ2*S*get CL curve(alphaVek(j,i)*180/pi);
z = sqrt((vinchPos(1)−x(j,i))ˆ2+y(j,i)ˆ2); % Using Pythagora
gamma(j,i) = asin(y(j,i)/z);
theta = 90*pi/180−alphaVek(j,i)−gamma(j,i);
cableWeight(j,i) = cableDensity*cableArea*z;
W = (25+cableWeight(j,i))*9.81;
D = ...

(CD0*0.5*rho*constVelˆ2+(k*Wˆ2)/(0.5*rho*constVelˆ2*S)+W*cos(pi/2−alphaVek(j,i)));
cableT(j,i) = ...

(L+D*tan(pi/2−alphaVek(j,i)))/(sin(alphaVek(j,i)+gamma(j,i))+cos(alphaVek(j,i)+gamma(j,i))*tan(pi/2−alphaVek(j,i)));
cableVel(j,i) = constVel*cos(alphaVek(j,i)+gamma(j,i));
Y(j,i) = cableT(j,i)*cableVel(j,i);

end
end

% Calculates how much height the glider has gained for each alpha
heightGained = y(48,1)−startPos(1,2);

% The integral of the effect gives the total energy for height ...
change [J]

for i = [1:length(Y(1,:))]
energy(:,i) = trapz(Y(1:48,i));

end

%−−−−−−−−−−−−− RESULTS −−−−−−−−−−−−−%

% Total energy
disp(energy(28))
% Energy per meter
disp(energy(28)/heightGained)

figure(1)
plot(t(1:48,28),y(1:48,28))
title('Linear ascend for \alpha = 4 [deg]')
xlabel('Horizontal length [m]')
ylabel('Vertical length [m]')
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figure(2)
hold on
plot(t(1:48,28),cableT(1:48,28))
title('Force in cable')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Cableforce [N]')
plot(tSimple,cableTSimple,'r−−')
legend('Further','Simple')

figure(3)
hold on
plot(t(1:48,28),cableVel(1:48,28))
title('Cable speed')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Speed [m/s]')
plot(tSimple,cableVelSimple,'r−−')
axis([0 35 0 15])
legend('Further','Simple')

figure(4)
hold on
plot(t(1:48,28),Y(1:48,28))
title('Required power')
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Power [W]')
plot(tSimple,YSimple,'r−−')
axis([0 35 0 1600])
legend('Further','Simple')

function [x,y,R] = get pullup(startPos,endPos,vinchPos,alpha)

% Simulation of pull−up phase
%% Start values
constVel = 14.2; % Start velocity [m/s]
nElements = 100; % Number of elements in vectors

CD0 = 0.02; % [const.] Zero−drag coefficient
AR = 10; % [const.] Aspect−ratio
e = 0.7; % [const.]
k = 1/(pi*AR*e); % [const.]
rho = 1.2; % Density of air at 20 celsius [kg/mˆ3]
S = 3.025; % Ref. area of the glider[mˆ2]
W = 25*9.81; % Weight of the glider [N]
g = 9.81;
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%% Simulate for pull−up and pull−down

% L−W−T*sin(gamma) −−> R=Vˆ2/(g*(n−1−T*sin(gamma)/W), n = loadfactor

% Alpha at the start of pull−up
startAlpha = 0; %[rad]

% The circle radius R for a loadfactor of n = 6
n = 6;

z = sqrt((vinchPos(1,1)−startPos(1,1))ˆ2+startPos(1,2)ˆ2); % ...
Using Pythagora

gamma = asin(startPos(1,2)/z);
theta = 90*pi/180−startAlpha−gamma;

L = 1/2*rho*constVelˆ2*S*get CL curve(startAlpha*180/pi);
D = (CD0*0.5*rho*constVelˆ2+(k*Wˆ2)/(0.5*rho*constVelˆ2*S));
T = D*cos(startAlpha+gamma)+L*cos(theta)−W*cos(startAlpha+theta);

% The radius for the circular ascend is R [m]
R = constVelˆ2/(g*(n−1−T*sin(gamma)/W));

phi = 0;
i = 1;
% Creating new points as long as the angle for the arc is less or ...

equal to
% the desired angle of atack
while phi≤alpha*pi/180

startX(i) = startPos(1,1)+R*sin(phi);
startY(i) = startPos(1,2)+R−R*cos(phi);
phi = phi+1.7453e−004; % Increase 0.01 degrees each loop
i = i+1;

end

w = constVel/R; % Pitch rate, omega angular velocity [rad/S]
startLength = 1/(w/(alpha*pi/180));
startT = linspace(0,startLength,length(startX));

%% Linear ascend

[linX,linY,linT,] = ...
get linear ascend(alpha,[startX(end),startY(end)],endPos,vinchPos,constVel,nElements);
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x = [startX linX];
y = [startY linY];
t = [startT linT];

% Copy paste into consol to see plot
figure(1)
plot(x,y)
title('Pull−up')
xlabel('Horizontal length [m]')
ylabel('Vertical length [m]')
axis([0 0.3 100 100.2])
axis equal
end
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Regulated descent

function regdescend
% Function to keep the glider within a user−input
% velocity. The idea is to not regulate alpha to often
% but still keep it nearby the sought velocity.

clear
clc
close all

sumx = [];
x = 0; % Temporary value
tstart = 0;
y0 = 10.8459; % Best endurance speed, Raymer p.533 (17.73)
refine = 4;
options = ...

odeset('Events',@events,'OutputFcn',@odeplot,'OutputSel',1,...
'Refine',refine,'RelTol',1e−7,'AbsTol',1e−5);

figure(2)
set(gca,'xlim',[0 82],'ylim',[9 12]);
box on
hold on;

alphan=0; % Inital value of the angle of attack

for i = 1:12
% Solve until the first terminal event.
[t,y,te,ye,ie] = ode45(@(t,V) diveWOforce(t,V,alphan),[tstart ...

tstart+100],y0,options);
if ¬ishold
hold on

end
nt = length(t);
% Integral of the velocity gives the distance the glider has flown.

add = max(x);
x = cumtrapz(t,y)+add; % Distance in the direction of the ...

velocity.

% The distance projected on the vertical axis.
eval(['h ' num2str(i) '= trapz(t,y)*sin(alphan*pi/180);'])

% The distance projected on the horisontal axis.
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eval(['xdist ' num2str(i) '=x*cos(alphan*pi/180);']);

% Controls the angle of attack between 0 and −4 degrees to keep
% close to the speed where the glider has the best endurance.
for k=2:2:20

if ie == k−1; % ie outputs either a even or uneven number.
alphan = alphan+4; % Angle of attack +4 degrees

end
if ie == k;

alphan = alphan−4; % Angle of attack −4 degrees
end

end

% Set new initial conditions

y0=y(nt,1); % New velocity, the terminal of last int.
tstart = t(nt); % New time, were the last int. stopped.

end

xlabel('Time [s]');
ylabel('Velocity [m/s]');
title('Dive after winchphase with controller');
hold off
odeplot([],[],'done'); % Saves each integration output

% then plots all at once.

% Plot for lost height as a function of horisontal distance ...
travelled.

figure(3)
set(gca,'xlim',[0 900],'ylim',[−50 0]);

hold on
h2=h 1+h 2; % Saves the vert. distance
h3=h2+h 3; % each iteration, this so a
h4=h3+h 4; % functional plot can be made.
h5=h4+h 5;
h6=h5+h 6;
h7=h6+h 7;
h8=h7+h 8;
h9=h8+h 9;
h10=h9+h 10;
h11=h10+h 11;
h12=h11+h 12;
HorDist=max(xdist 12) % The hor. distance travelled.
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VertDist=h12 % The vert. distance travelled.
telapsed=max(t) % Total time elapsed.
sinkrate=VertDist/telapsed % The rate of sink.

% Plot for the movement, x−axis=hor.distance
% y−axis=vert. distance
grid on
plot(xdist 1,−linspace(0,h 1,length(xdist 1)))
plot(xdist 2,−linspace(h 1,h2,length(xdist 2)))
plot(xdist 3,−linspace(h2,h3,length(xdist 3)))
plot(xdist 4,−linspace(h3,h4,length(xdist 4)))
plot(xdist 5,−linspace(h4,h5,length(xdist 5)))
plot(xdist 6,−linspace(h5,h6,length(xdist 6)))
plot(xdist 7,−linspace(h6,h7,length(xdist 7)))
plot(xdist 8,−linspace(h7,h8,length(xdist 8)))
plot(xdist 9,−linspace(h8,h9,length(xdist 9)))
plot(xdist 10,−linspace(h9,h10,length(xdist 10)))
plot(xdist 11,−linspace(h10,h11,length(xdist 11)))
plot(xdist 12,−linspace(h11,h12,length(xdist 12)))
xlabel('Horisontal distance travelled [m]')
ylabel('Height lost [m]')
title('The distance travelled whilst descending 50 m')

hold off

% ...
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

function dV = diveWOforce(t,V,alphan)
dV=((1/25)*(−(0.02*0.5*1.21*Vˆ2+(0.0455*245.25ˆ2)/(0.5*1.21*Vˆ2*3.025)))+9.81*...
sin(alphan*pi/180));
% ...
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

function [value,isterminal,direction] = events(t,y)
% Locate the time when velocity is 10.2 m/s or 11.4 m/s and stop ...

integration.
value = [y−10.2,y−11.4]; % detect velocity = 10.2 m/s and ...

11.4 m/s
isterminal = [1,1]; % stop the integration
direction = [−1,1]; % change direction


